
Life of a Stanford 
Invention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTL manages inventions and other technology developed at Stanford. We’re going to follow the path an invention might take en route to becoming a product that people outside the university can use and benefit from.



Functional 
Antibodies

FM Sound 
Synthesis

Recombinant 
DNA

Google

Notable Stanford Inventions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the some inventions that come to mind when people mention the successes of Stanford OTL.



Timeline of Stanford Inventions

• 1970 – OTL Established

• 1971 – FM Sound Synthesis ($22.9M)

• 1974 – Recombinant DNA ($255M)

• 1981 – Fiber Optic Amplifier ($48.4M), MINOS ($4.3M)

• 1984 – Functional Antibodies ($551M)

• 1990-1992 – Discrete Multi-tone Technologies for DSL 
($29.6M)

• 1993 – MIMO for Wireless Broadcast ($1.6M)

• 1996 – Improved Hypertext Searching - GoogleTM ($341M)

• 2001-2003 – Data Visualization Software ($14.8M)

• 2001-2007 – Treatment for Celiac Disease ($0.7M)

• 2002 – Code Error Detection Software ($10.8M)

• 2010-2012 – Education Program for Gifted Youth ($2M)

• 2017 – the next big thing ???

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some other successes that we’ve seen over 40+ years and almost 11,000 disclosures. You can see the list isn’t very long. All of these inventions started out as embryonic ideas somewhere on campus. We'll walk you though how (if we're really lucky) an invention develops from scribbling in a lab notebook to ubiquitous technologies that become a part of everyday life.



Stanford inventions begin as nascent ideas

supported by over $1 billion per year of funding 
for research across 7 schools and SLAC.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7 schools are Business, Earth Science, Education, Engineering, H&S, Law and Medicine. OTL and the income we receive is just one small part of the University. To put things in perspective, OTL brought in $95M in FY15 and Stanford spent almost 13x that on research (includes SLAC). 



Big Picture

Stanford Budget FY15-16:

$5.5B Total 

$1.22B for research 

$1.63B of gifts (FY15)

$22.2B Endowment

OTL $95.1M income in FY15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
research budget $1.22B (includes SLAC, 81% from federal funding)/$260M non-federal); and over $1.625M in gifts from 83,000 donors in FY15



Stanford has over 
16,000 students 
and over 2,100 
faculty members 
that teach and 
conduct research.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most people at Stanford are not inventors.



How are Stanford innovations transferred to 
others to develop into new products and 
companies?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On average, OTL receives one or two new invention disclosures every day. But, invention disclosures aren’t the only sources of innovation coming out of the University.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These ways are by far the most important way of transferring the results of research.  Technology transfer through OTL involves the formal transfer of Stanford’s intellectual property (patents, copyrights etc.) through a license agreement.  Stanford’s patent policy is that Stanford owns those inventions that are developed using Stanford resources or in the course of the person’s Stanford responsibilities. Stanford is not grabby about intellectual property:  the Yahoo founders disclosed their invention and it was decided that it didn’t belong to Stanford because the invention wasn’t developed as part of their Stanford responsibilities and wasn’t developed with more than incidental use of Stanford resources. In contrast, the Google founders developed their invention on Stanford time for 4 years at the library so the invention belonged to Stanford.  



Background: 
Stanford Intellectual Property Policies

SU18 – Stanford University Patent and 
Copyright Agreement

Patent policy- University takes title to all 
inventions created with more than incidental 
use of university resources

Copyright policy - University takes title to 
copyrightable works created with significant 
university resources

http://doresearch.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/documents/RPH%208.1_SU18_Patent%20and%20Copyright%20Agreement%20for%20Personnel%20at%20Stanford.pdf
http://doresearch.stanford.edu/policies/research-policy-handbook/intellectual-property/inventions-patents-and-licensing
http://doresearch.stanford.edu/policies/research-policy-handbook/intellectual-property/copyright-policy


The Office of 
Technology 

Licensing (OTL) is 
responsible for… 

the formal transfer of 
patents, copyrights and 

other technology through 
license agreements. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTL is responsible for technology transfer through license agreements – these can be for patents, copyright, software, biological materials.



OTL’s Mission:

To promote the transfer 
of Stanford technology 
for society’s use and 
benefit while generating 
unrestricted income to 
support research and 
education.



Most Inventions are 
Never Licensed

9-10 invention 
disclosures/week 

50% have patent 
applications filed

20-25% are licensed* 
*some inventions such as software 
and biological materials are licensed 
without patent protection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain why we don’t file on everything



Disclosures

Then. . .

28 in 1970

Now. . .

484 in 2015

10,862 cumulative



How Does OTL Decide?

Licensing teams try to decide which inventions can make an impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to measure impact is does it have the potential to generate meaningful income for the university? 



Questions

Is the invention evolutionary or revolutionary? 

What is the stage of development? 

Is it patentable and could a patent be enforced? 

What is the potential market size? 

What is the inventor’s track record? 



Licensing Teams* Decide Patent and 
Licensing Strategy

*Licensing Associate and Liaison teams have technical 
degrees and are market focused. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




“Cradle to Grave”

Evaluate overall potential 

Develop intellectual property strategy and 
manage patent prosecution 

Determine when and how to market and license 
the invention

Negotiate contracts

Maintain and amend agreements

Monitor development and commercialization and 
track royalty payments



OTL Markets Broadly to Find the Best Fit 
for the Technology



Recombinant DNA: 
Many Companies of All Sizes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This invention, DNA Cloning, was the basic technology of the early biotech industry and  for many of the biotech drugs on the market.  It was licensed to 440 companies under a broad non-exclusive program and generated $225 Million in royalty income for both Stanford and the University of California, San Francisco. 



FM Sound: 
One Big Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We love this invention because it came out of the music department.   OTL looked for potential licensees in the U.S. but no one was interested.  Yamaha had been doing research in the area and immediately realized that our technology was the solution they had been looking for. Even then, it took Yamaha 7 years to bring a product to the marketplace. The chip they developed became the de facto standard for music chips and a very profitable business for Yamaha.   Although our patent has long expired, their chips may very well be in your cell phones today. 



Functional Antibodies:
One Mid-Sized Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This technology is shared with the Columbia University was originally licensed to one company who didn’t develop it. Then we licensed to Centocor which was a mid-sized company at the time.  Although most university inventions take 10-15 years before products come to the marketplace, this patent took 14 years to issue so that industry had a chance to catch up. In the meantime, Centocor was acquired by Johnson and Johnson who pays us royalties on their antibody products. This invention is currently our highest royalty producer of all time but the patent is going to expire in 2016.



Google:
One Start-Up Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When two young graduate students came into the office with a search engine, we weren’t sure whether there would be any interest by companies.  After all, there were already 4 search engines out there and people seemed happy with them. We marketed to the existing companies but none of them were interested. Larry and Sergey really believed in their invention so they decide to start the company, frustrated that no one recognized the value of their search engine.  We gave them an exclusive license when no one really knew how they would make money.  Larry and Sergey made Google what it is today but we were able to contribute to their beginnings. 



112 New License 
Agreements in FY15 

38 non-exclusive

43 exclusive

31 option agreements



Licenses

Then. . .

3 in 1970

Now. . . 

112 in FY15

over 2200 active licenses from ~3500 active 
inventions

~3500 cumulative licenses

some inventions have many licensees 



What is in a License?*

Financial terms can 
include:

• License issue fee

• Annual minimum 
payments

• Earned royalties

• Equity (if appropriate)

• Reimbursement of 
patent costs

Non-financial terms can 
include:

• Field of Use

• Non-exclusive or 
exclusive rights

• Development milestones 
and diligence provisions

*Sample Agreement: 
http://otl.stanford.edu/industry/resources/industry_res.html?headerbar=2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
License is a legal document that gives right to use intellectual property in exchange for consideration (usually financial). Non-financial and diligence requirements are important so that the invention is actually developed for society’s use and benefit. Royalties could be a % of net sales or $/unit sold.  Exclusive licensees reimburse patent costs.  Non-financial term may be a limited period of exclusivity. There are also certain standard warranties and indemnities and provisions for infringement actions  and dispute resolution.

http://otl.stanford.edu/industry/resources/industry_res.html?headerbar=2


Equity Can be One Component of the 
Financial Package 

Historically, about 10-15% of OTL’s licenses include equity. 
In recent years, this has climbed to 20-25%.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t know if increase in recent years is the beginning of a trend or if start-up activity will drop back down again.



License Agreements with Equity

28 licenses with equity in FY15

Stanford holds equity in 121 companies as a 
result of license agreements (as of Aug. 31, 2015)

Managed by Stanford Management Company

Liquidated soon after IPO or at 
merger/acquisition



Equity Cash-Out at Stanford

$3.2M in FY15

$396M cumulative from equity 
vs. $1.77B in total income

$60M cumulative from non-Google equity
vs. $1.37B in cumulative cash royalties



Licensed Inventions Can Develop into Products

that generate income 
for the company

and royalty returns to 
Stanford.



Income

Then…

$50K in 1970

Now…

$95.1M in FY15

$1.77B cumulative

Big Winners…

Cohen-Boyer Recombinant DNA ($255M)

Google ($341M)

Functional Antibodies ($551M)



Since 1970, Stanford inventions have generated 
~$1.8 Billion in licensing income, BUT

only 3 out of 11,000 inventions was a big winner 
and only 88 have generated over $1 million.



Most Income Comes from a Few Dockets

695 inventions generated income in FY15

42 of those generated over $100K

8 of those generated over $1M

1 invention generated over 
$10M



Licensing Takes Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 to 15 years can elapse between initial invention disclosure and significant royalties



OTL Shares the 
Royalties

After deductions for overhead 
(15%) and expenses, the net 
cash royalties are divided:

1/3 to inventors

1/3 to inventors’ departments

1/3 to inventors’ school



Royalty Sharing for Equity*

In license agreements with equity, OTL typically 
negotiates 5% or less of the company, depending 
on the other financial terms. 

That equity is then distributed:

15% earmarked for OTL, with the rest divided

1/3 to the inventors 
(issued directly to them)

2/3 to Stanford 
(designated for the OTL Research Fund and the 
VPGE/OTL Graduate Education Fund)

*In order to mitigate potential institutional conflicts of interest, equity is distributed 
differently than cash and Stanford Management Company handles equity designated 
for the university (including OTL’s share).



OTL Supports Operations, Patent 
Costs and Research

OTL’s $7.9 million/year operating budget is self-funded through 
the 15% overhead deduction from royalties. 

In FY15 patent expenses were $9.6 million, this was partly offset 
by licensing income.

OTL has contributed $88.9 million collectively to the OTL Research 
Incentive Fund, the OTL Research Fund, and the Vice Provost of 
Graduate Education/OTL Graduate Fellowship Fund.



Shared Royalties Support the Next 
Generation of Innovation 



OTL Helps Find a Home for Stanford Inventions…

to grow, develop and provide opportunities 
for the future.



Background: 
OTL and the Bayh-Dole Act

~81% of research at Stanford is funded by the U.S. 
government

Bayh-Dole Act:  Federal law that created uniform 
patent policy regarding inventions made under 
federally-funded research program. 
(Council on Governmental Relations publications on 
intellectual property)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most (81%) of Stanford’s research funding comes from the U.S. Government, so almost all Stanford inventions fall under the Bayh-Dole act. This law was designed to encourage University technology transfer. It allows universities to take title to inventions with certain requirements – share royalties with inventors, preferences for small businesses, government gets a royalty-free nonexclusive license, companies with an exclusive license must have substantial manufacturing in the U.S.

http://www.cogr.edu/Pubs_intellectual.cfm


More Information on OTL Website

“The inventions that 
we are seeing today 
could change the 
future” 

OTL Annual Report 
2015. Search for 

new 
technologies 
on Techfinder

http://otl.stanford.edu/

http://techfinder.stanford.edu/
http://otl.stanford.edu/
http://otl.stanford.edu/
http://techfinder.stanford.edu/
http://techfinder.stanford.edu/
http://otl.stanford.edu
http://otl.stanford.edu/
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